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Planning Commission Members,
For the Salon Suites proposal portion of the discussion this evening, I would really like to hear what the Planning
Commission thinks about the drive way access currently in place and the Developers suggestion that UDOT weigh
in on and possibly extend the merge lane further to the West to allow for 2 lanes of travel passed the point of the
existing driveway. I personally do not see how this is possible given how the road narrows before you hit that
driveway and the current travel and traffic lanes in place and especially with the congestion and current traffic flow
into and out of Highmark. Will the northern lane of travel become a dedicated turn lane into the parking area? How
can we make this as safe as possible? I have huge concerns about this and would like to make sure all is done to
ensure the future safety of our citizens.
Also, I would like to make sure that there will be no crossings to the new development permitted on South Weber
Drive. We already have a huge problem with parents parking all along the south side of South Weber drive during
afternoon pick-up and at Maverick and I can only imagine what would happen if parents decided to park in the
parking lots of the future coffee shop and now the salon suites with the intent of having their child walk over and
meet them there. I already see kids and grownups all the time running across South Weber Drive to get to Little
Caesars and Burly Burger even with the cross walk 100 ft down the road.
Thanks for taking my input/concerns.
Julie Losee
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